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**Synopsis**

Complete Works of Knut Hamsun • Contains: • An aesthetic cover page. • A beginning click-able Table of Contents for all titles. • Inner click-able Tables of Contents for all individual books with multiple chapters. • Nicely organized chapters and text. Author’s works include: • HUNGER • SHALLOW SOIL • PAN • UNDER THE AUTUMN STAR • A WANDERER PLAYS ON MUTED STRINGS • LOOK BACK ON HAPPINESS (DEN SISTE GLÅ†DE) • THE GROWTH OF THE SOIL • MARKENS GRÅ–DE • THE ROAD LEADS ON (MEN LIVET LEVER)
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**Customer Reviews**

Please be aware that this is very far from being a Complete Works. Has only 8 of Hamsun’s better known works, all of which I already own. Publisher should be more honest.
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